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An emotional, angst-ridden story about two childhood
friends who learned to rely on one another to cope with
their anxiety, only when it got to be too much, their
families tore them apart. Now as college students, they
must navigate adulthood and try to avoid falling into old
behaviors, only problem is they've fallen in love.
He was the boy from the wrong side of the tracks. She
was everybody's princess. Ten years later, he's back in
town and this time he has something to prove.Aiden
Black never thought he'd return to the small beach town
he grew up in. But as the new director of a luxury resort,
he's determined to make it a success. What he doesn't
expect is to run into an old flame, the girl that got
away.Single mom, Brooke Newton, cares about two
things. Taking care of her son and helping out at the
local animal shelter. Until she's sent on a mission to save
an endangered dog, and comes face to face with the
only man she's ever loved.As soon as they meet, the
attraction between them reignites. But Brooke has a
secret - a big one - and she has no idea how to tell
Aiden. As lies are exposed, and truths are told, they're
determined to take advantage of this second chance. It's
a shame not everyone in town has got the
message...**Sweet Little Lies is the third book in the
Angel Sands series, set in a small beach town on the
California coast. If you like a heartwarming second
chance romance that's low on angst and big on feels,
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this is the story for you!**
Acclaimed and internationally bestselling crime novelist
Caz Frear returns with her third superb novel featuring
Cat Kinsella, a cop “on par with Susie Steiner’s and
Tana French’s female detectives” (Kirkus Reviews).
Four victims. Killer caught. Case closed . . . or is it?
Growing up in a London family with ties to organized
crime, Detective Constable Cat Kinsella knows the
criminal world better than most cops do. As a member of
the city’s Metropolitan Police, she’s made efforts to
distinguish herself from her relatives. But leading an
upstanding life isn’t always easy, and Cat has come
close to crossing the line, a fact she keeps well hidden
from her superiors. Working their latest case, Cat and
her partner Luigi Parnell discover a connection to a
notorious criminal: serial killer Christopher Masters, who
abducted and killed several women in 2012. Though the
cops eventually apprehended him, his final victim, Holly
Kemp, was never found and he never confessed to her
murder, despite the solid eyewitness testimony against
him. Now, six years later, the discovery of Holly’s
remains near Cambridge seems to be the definitive proof
needed to close the case. Still, a few key items of
evidence don’t quite line up. As Cat and Parnell look
closer, they find discrepancies that raise troubling
questions. But someone will do anything to keep past
secrets hidden—and as they inch closer to the truth, they
may be putting themselves in jeopardy . . .
In L.A. CANDY, nineteen-year-old Jane Roberts moves
to L.A. and unexpectedly becomes the star of a reality
T.V. show. With fame comes wealth, hot clothes and
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even hotter love interests -- and Jane?s lapping it all up
with her eclectic entourage of pals who are always up for
a wild night out and the chance to get a piece of her
spotlight. But soon Jane realizes everyone wants
something from her, and nothing is what it seems to be.
L.A. CANDY is a fast-paced, honest and entertaining
fictional account of what it?s like to come of age in
Hollywood while starring in a reality TV show, written by
a girl who has experienced it all firsthand: Lauren
Conrad. Ages 14 years+
Book # 3 in the Sweet Little Series. Trusting again and
facing the lies that had surrounded her entire life, Beulah
is ready to move on. Love and enjoy the man she's
found happiness with. When the past coms back yet
again with one last skeleton in the closet.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Soon to be a Hulu
original series “If three characters were good in Big Little
Lies, nine are even better in Nine Perfect Strangers.”
—Lisa Scottoline, The New York Times Book Review
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Big
Little Lies Could ten days at a health resort really change
you forever? In Liane Moriarty’s latest page-turner, nine
perfect strangers are about to find out... Nine people
gather at a remote health resort. Some are here to lose
weight, some are here to get a reboot on life, some are
here for reasons they can’t even admit to themselves.
Amidst all of the luxury and pampering, the mindfulness
and meditation, they know these ten days might involve
some real work. But none of them could imagine just
how challenging the next ten days are going to be.
Frances Welty, the formerly best-selling romantic
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novelist, arrives at Tranquillum House nursing a bad
back, a broken heart, and an exquisitely painful paper
cut. She’s immediately intrigued by her fellow guests.
Most of them don’t look to be in need of a health resort
at all. But the person that intrigues her most is the
strange and charismatic owner/director of Tranquillum
House. Could this person really have the answers
Frances didn’t even know she was seeking? Should
Frances put aside her doubts and immerse herself in
everything Tranquillum House has to offer – or should
she run while she still can? It’s not long before every
guest at Tranquillum House is asking exactly the same
question. Combining all of the hallmarks that have made
her writing a go-to for anyone looking for wickedly smart,
page-turning fiction that will make you laugh and gasp,
Liane Moriarty’s Nine Perfect Strangers once again
shows why she is a master of her craft.
How Sweet it is? Jane Roberts was the average girl next
door until she and her best friend, Scarlett Harp, landed
their own reality show, L.A. Candy. Now the girls have an
all-access pass to Hollywood's hottest everything. But
there's more to life on camera than just parties and
shopping. . . . When racy photos of Jane are leaked to
the press, she finds herself at the center of a tabloid
scandal. She turns to her co-star Madison Parker for
help, unaware that Madison is scheming behind the
scenes. She might be Jane's shoulder to cry on, but
does Madison really have Jane's back? Scarlett's
working on a scandal of her own. She's fallen for
someone who's strictly off-limits—which means Scarlett
has a big secret to keep . . . from the L.A. Candy
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cameras, the paparazzi staking out her apartment, even
from her best friend. Of course, nothing stays secret for
long for the stars of the newest hit TV series, and all this
drama couldn't be better for ratings. But can Jane
survive another season in the spotlight? In television star
Lauren Conrad's dishy, entertaining novel about young
Hollywood, the lies are only as sweet as the people
telling them.
Q. What’s worth £2,000,000,000, answers to no-one
and operates out of public sight? A. Britain’s influence
industry The corporate takeover of democracy is no
conspiracy theory – it’s happening, and it affects every
aspect of our lives: the food we eat, the places we live,
the temperature of our planet, how we spend our money
and how our money is spent for us. And much more. A
Quiet Word shows just how effectively the voice of public
interest is being drowned out by the word in the ear from
the professional persuaders of the lobbying industry. And
if you’ve never heard about them, that’s because the
most effective lobbying goes unnoticed. A Quiet Word
shines the brightest of lights into one of the darkest and
least-understood corners of our political culture. It is
essential, urgent, authoritative reading for anyone
interested in our democracy and where this country is
heading. And by showing how influence is constructed, it
puts power back in your hands.
Betty Dawsey knows that breaking things off with Thom
Lange is for the best. He’s nice, but boring, and their
relationship has lost its spark. But steady and predictable
Thom, suddenly doesn’t seem so steady and predictable
when their condo explodes and she’s kidnapped by a couple
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of crazies claiming that Thom isn’t who he says he is. Thom
is having a hellish week. Not only is he hunting a double
agent, but his fiancé dumped him, and thanks to his
undercover life, she’s been kidnapped. Turns out Thom is
Operative Thom and he’s got more than a few secrets to
share with Betty if he’s going to keep her alive. With both
their lives on the line, their lackluster connection is suddenly
replaced by an intense one. But in his line of work, feelings
aren’t wanted or desired. Because feelings can be a lethal
distraction. “Whoa! I went into this book cold, and the first
chapter blew me away. I was NOT expecting that! So of
course I had to keep flipping pages late into the night! It was
a great ride.” —Sarina Bowen, USA Today bestselling author
“If you’re in the mood for a fast paced, action-packed pageturner, look no further! Kylie Scott’s most thrilling romance to
date…” —Natasha is a Book Junkie "Packed with adrenaline,
suspense and red-hot chemistry, this is certainly one to be
devoured in a single sitting." —Vilma Iris "This was one wild
ride that will have you laughing out loud!"
—MissPetiteBrunetteBookBlog “Forget about functioning as a
responsible adult until you have finished the last chapter,
you'll want to hide out and read what happens next with Betty
and Thom…Lies gets 10 stars from me!” —A Book Lover’s
Emporium Blog “The characters, the emotions, the
writing...everything was awesome! TRUST ME, IF MISSION
IMPOSSIBLE AND YOUR FAV ROM COM HAD A BABY,
LIES WOULD BE IT!” —PP’s Bookshelf
When Sasha disappears, Ellen fears the worst. Then longburied secrets resurface, Ellen realizes she may not know
Sasha -- or what she's capable of -- at all. 2005: 17 year old
Ellen falls under the spell of glamorous newcomer, Sasha. As
Ellen is welcomed into Sasha's family, she doesn't see the
darkness that lies beneath their musical, bohemian lifestyle.
At a New Year's Eve party, events come to a dramatic head,
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resulting in a court case (in which Ellen is a key witness) that
means family life at the Corner House will never be the same
again. 2018: Now 30, Ellen and Sasha are still entwined in
each other's lives and sharing a flat in London. When Sasha
disappears, Ellen fears the worst. She has gone missing like
this before and the police won't take it seriously, but longburied events in their shared past mean that Ellen has good
reason to be frightened - not only for Sasha, but also for
herself. Finding out the truth about what really happened on
New Year's Eve twelve years ago puts Ellen in terrible
danger, and forces her to confront not only the past, but how
well she really knows her best friend.
Just when Christina Brinsley thinks she's finally found the
perfect man, she discovers he's married--on her wedding day.
Witnessing Christina and her fianc arguing, Steven Williams
comes to her defense. But it's not the last time they'll run into
each other.
In this gripping debut procedural, a young London
policewoman must probe dark secrets buried deep in her own
family’s past to solve a murder and a long-ago
disappearance. Your father is a liar. But is he a killer? Even
liars tell the truth . . . sometimes. Twenty-six-year-old Cat
Kinsella overcame a troubled childhood to become a
Detective Constable with the Metropolitan Police Force, but
she’s never been able to banish these ghosts. When she’s
called to the scene of a murder in Islington, not far from the
pub her estranged father still runs, she discovers that Alice
Lapaine, a young housewife who didn’t get out much, has
been found strangled. Cat and her team immediately suspect
Alice’s husband, until she receives a mysterious phone call
that links the victim to Maryanne Doyle, a teenage girl who
went missing in Ireland eighteen years earlier. The call raises
uneasy memories for Cat—her family met Maryanne while on
holiday, right before she vanished. Though she was only a
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child, Cat knew that her charming but dissolute father wasn’t
telling the truth when he denied knowing anything about
Maryanne or her disappearance. Did her father do something
to the teenage girl all those years ago? Could he have
harmed Alice now? And how can you trust a liar even if he
might be telling the truth? Determined to close the two cases,
Cat rushes headlong into the investigation, crossing ethical
lines and trampling professional codes. But in looking into the
past, she might not like what she finds. . . .
A novelization of the hit television show follows detectives
Alec Hardy and Ellie Miller as they search for a young boy's
killer among numerous suspects and a brewing media storm.
TV tie-in.
A little lie can change the course of everything. . . Like every
other eighteen-year-old in love, Olivia has dreams of
spending forever with the love of her life. Luke is all she's
ever wanted - until she overhears something she was never
meant to. In a matter of seconds, Olivia's heart is shattered.
Olivia handles it the only way she knows how - she runsleaving behind her family, friends and the boy she loves.
Seeking comfort and an escape, Olivia finds it in resident bad
boy Deacon. He's everything Luke isn't - and that's fine with
Olivia. Now, seven years later, Olivia is older, wiser and
headed back to Chicago looking forward to a fresh start and
reconnecting with her best friend Pyper. What she doesn't
expect, is to come face to face with the boy she left behind
and discover that even though she may have left, her feelings
for him didn't. Can Olivia put aside the pain in her heart and
trust Luke? Will the ties to her past ever let her go, or will she
continue to let her life be affected by pretty little lies?
Welcome to Magnolia Cove, a prestigious and luxurious
gated community lined with lavish lawns, pristine houses, and
welcoming citizens. It's the perfect place to raise a family for
best friends Connelly, Lillian, Victoria, and Ally. But, their
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perfect existence is shattered when one of their own...is
found dead at the bottom of her basement stairs; the death,
ruled a tragic accident. But, something about the strange
occurrence haunts the three remaining women. As they
slowly weave their way towards the twisted truth, they
discover that everyone on Magnolia Cove has a secret...even
them.
Three things my mother acquired when she became
engaged: 1. A brand new Tiffany's ring. 2. A lavish home on
Heartbreak Hill. 3. Three privileged stepsons.The last thing I
expected was to fall for one of them, least of all Thayer
Ames.Beautiful, brooding, and untouchable. I knew it was a
bad idea. He warned me himself. But he was a thunderstorm,
and I never could resist the rain. It was perfect...Until it
wasn’t. One night was all it took for our world to crumble,
leaving only secrets and lies between us. Now, I have to face
him again, but the boy I used to know has become the man
who loves to hate me.
Who needs mistletoe? Most people wouldn’t think of a bad
Santa case as the perfect Christmas gift. Then again, Molly
Malone, office manager at Hunt Investigations, isn’t most
people, and she could really use a distraction from the
fantasies she’s been having since spending the night with
her very secret crush, Lucas Knight. Nothing happened, not
that Lucas knows that—but Molly just wants to enjoy being a
little naughty for once . . . Whiskey and pain meds for almosthealed bullet wounds don’t mix. Lucas needs to remember
that next time he’s shot on the job, which may be sooner
rather than later if Molly’s brother, Joe, finds out about them.
Lucas can’t believe he’s drawing a blank on his
(supposedly) passionate tryst with Molly, who’s the hottest,
smartest, strongest woman he’s ever known. Strong enough
to kick his butt if she discovers he’s been assigned to babysit
her on her first case. And hot enough to melt his cold heart
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this Christmas.
From the beloved and internationally bestselling author of
Sweet Little Lies comes the second novel featuring DC Cat
Kinsella—an investigator “on par with Susie Steiner’s and
Tana French’s female detectives” (Kirkus Reviews). After a
brief stint in the Mayor’s Office, Detective Constable Cat
Kinsella is back at the London Metropolitan Police,
wisecracking with her partner Luigi Parnell and trying to avoid
the wrath of the boss, DI Kate Steele. But for Cat and Parnell,
it’s serious business when a young Australian woman turns
up dead after a party thrown by her new boss. The initial
investigation of Naomi Lockhart's murder points to Joseph
Madden, the owner of a coffee shop around the corner from
police headquarters. Madden insists he’s innocent, that he
was home with his wife Rachel at the time of the murder.
When police question her, Rachel contradicts his alibi,
swearing that she was home alone. While the team builds its
case against Joseph, Cat is tasked with getting to the heart of
the Maddens’ marriage. Cat knows that one of them is
lying—but the question of which one, and why, is far more
complicated than she could have expected. As she tries to
balance the demands of the investigation with a budding
romance and unresolved family drama, Cat has to decide
how far she’ll go to keep her own past mistakes buried. With
her trademark wit and brilliant plotting, Caz Frear ratchets up
the tension and keeps you guessing as she explores the
secrets we keep from our loved ones—and the ones we’d kill
to keep safe in the dark.
In her Avon debut, New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Jill Shalvis launches a fun, sexy new
contemporary romance series featuring a boy, a girl, and one
wily wishing well. Choose the one guy you can’t have . . . As
captain of a San Francisco Bay tour boat, Pru can handle
rough seas—the hard part is life on dry land. Pru loves her
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new apartment and her neighbors; problem is, she’s in
danger of stumbling into love with Mr. Right for Anybody But
Her. Fall for him—hard . . . Pub owner Finn O’Riley is six-footplus of hard-working hottie who always makes time for his
friends. When Pru becomes one of them, she discovers how
amazing it feels to be on the receiving end of that deep green
gaze. But when a freak accident involving darts (don’t ask)
leads to shirtless first aid, things rush way past the friend
zone. Fast. And then tell him the truth. Pru only wants Finn to
be happy; it’s what she wishes for at the historic fountain
that’s supposed to grant her heart’s desire. But wanting him
for herself is a different story—because Pru’s been keeping a
secret that could change everything. . . .
Book #2 in the Sweet Little Series. Lost, shattered, and
confused, Beulah finds a friend where she least expects one.
What she thought she knew, she didn't. What she thought
she understood, she didn't. And what she is about to find out
will change her. When your fate claims you there is no
running from it.
He wasn't what destiny had in store for me.He was everything
wrong in a man I was supposed to fall in love with.He was
dangerous.His eyes told me so.The words he tempted me
with were simply sweet little lies to lure me in. And now...I'm
trapped in his web of desire and temptation.She only had
herself to blame.Taunting the beast with the forbidden fruit.A
man can only be tempted for so long, until he takes a bite.
Devours his prey.Now she's my pretty little toy.And I will stop
at nothing to break her. Unless...She breaks me first.
We have all seen stories of Alien Invasion, but what if we got
it wrong? This is the story of an Interstellar Family Vacation to
planet Earth (or as they call it Yrt) that goes horribly wrong.
The Valaxian tourists try to be as friendly as they can, but for
some reason the locals just don't seem very welcoming.
There are two sides to every story, and the truth is often
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somewhere in the middle.
Jane Roberts was the average girl next door until she and her
best friend, Scarlett Harp, landed their own hit reality show,
L.A. Candy. But life on camera is getting complicated. . . .
When racy photos of Jane are leaked to the press, she
becomes the center of a tabloid scandal. She turns to costar
Madison Parker for help, but does Madison really have Jane's
back? Scarlett's got a scandal of her own. She's fallen for a
guy who's strictly off-limits—which means Scarlett has a big
secret to keep. But nothing stays secret for long in Hollywood.
In television star Lauren Conrad's dishy, entertaining novel
about young Hollywood, the lies are only as sweet as the
people telling them.
From #1 bestselling author Lora Leigh comes Dirty Little Lies,
a scintillating novel of the Men of Summer—and the scorching
hot women who set their hearts on fire... THE HEART HAS
ITS SECRETS. Zack Richards knows he’s asking for trouble.
Trying to protect a member of the notorious Maddox family
could get a man killed—even a battle-scarred, muscle-ripped
alpha like Zack. But the woman who has captured his wildest
fantasies is nothing like the rest of her power-hungry clan.
She’s innocent, beautiful, and has quickly become the one
shining light in his dark, desperate world. The only woman
worth fighting for...and dying for... BUT PASSION NEVER
LIES. Her name is Grace Maddox—and everybody knows that
she is a marked woman. Targeted for her family’s sins and
hunted like a wild animal, Grace has no choice but to accept
Zack’s protection. In his arms, she finally feels safe. In his
eyes, she sees an insatiable desire that mirrors her own. But
the truth is dangerous—and could end up tearing them apart.
Will surrendering to Zack end up being the biggest mistake of
Grace’s life?

Everyone has something to hide—especially high
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school juniors Spencer, Aria, Emily, and Hanna.
Spencer covets her sister's boyfriend. Aria's
fantasizing about her English teacher. Emily's
crushing on the new girl at school. And Hanna uses
some ugly tricks to stay beautiful. But they've all kept
an even bigger secret since their friend Alison
vanished. How do I know? Because I know
everything about the bad girls they were and the
naughty girls they are now. And guess what? I'm
telling.
The day her mother passed away, Beulah was only
given a name. That was it. No other explanation.
Portia Van Allan was not someone Beulah could
believe her mother ever knew. Wealthy, selfabsorbed and other than the fact Portia was
supplying special care for Beulah's sister, Portia was
cruel. The day Portia's son returns home for the
summer, Beulah discovers that Portia isn't in charge.
This isn't her home at all. Her late husband left her
with nothing. It all belongs to their son who doesn't
seem to like his mother at all. Jasper Van Allan
doesn't know why his mother has hired a young
gorgeous blonde to take care of the house and
almost lets her go before he finds out the truth.
Realizing there's more to Beulah than a stunning
face, he keeps finding reasons to be near her all the
time. It's all falling into place, it all begins to make
sense . . . until the real lies, the dark secrets, and the
skeletons come tumbling out of the Van Allan closet.
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Twisted truths that will send Beulah running . . .
When a small-town beauty queen becomes a target,
a rugged federal agent sets out to investigate—only to
find that there’s more to her than meets the eye.
Pageant winner Lacie Jo Baxter was born and bred
to dazzle; with the perfect smile, the perfect figure,
the perfect facade of heartland innocence. But deep
inside are pent-up desires and a daring that’s never
been tested—until an abductor nearly snatches her
up. Improvising a weapon out of her twirling baton,
Lacie fends off the attacker, then comes face-to-face
with the kind of man they don’t make in Kansas
anymore. Chicago-born FBI agent Ben Camaglia
has a taste for the good life, an eye for women, and
a knack for combining the two. Exiled from the
Windy City, Ben expects to crack this little
kidnapping caper and return to the big leagues.
Instead, he quickly discovers that beneath Lacie’s
incredible looks is a cocktail of lies and secrets.
Sparks fly when they’re together, but danger swirls
around a woman who is so irresistible that someone
will not let her go.
“Will have readers bouncing on the edge of their
comfortable chairs.” -Night Owl Reviews What would
you do if you found out your husband had been
unfaithful? Divorce him? Take him back? Kill him?
Mark Monroe becomes the victim of option “C” after
his wife, Kelly, discovers evidence of an illicit affair
and stabs him to death. In a panic, she flees,
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deciding she will turn herself in the next day. But
before she can, Kelly learns devastating secrets
about her husband and launches a frantic mission to
unravel the mystery of the man she married and
murdered – all while trying to stay one step ahead of
a dogged police detective determined to bring her to
justice. . . Buy “Sweet Little Lies” today and strap in
for a twisty, breathtaking ride!
From the creator of the popular website Ask a
Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist
comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult
professional conversations—featuring all-new advice!
There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the
Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a
workplace-advice columnist have taught her that
people avoid awkward conversations in the office
because they simply don’t know what to say.
Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful
book, she tackles the tough discussions you may
need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to
say when • coworkers push their work on you—then
take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk
someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re
being micromanaged—or not being managed at all •
you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems
unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud
speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got
drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager
“A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison
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Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you
should be professional (even when others are not)
and that communicating in a straightforward manner
with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter
where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The
author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a
pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely
applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives.
Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to
management, or anyone hoping to improve their
work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review)
“I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager
column. This book is even better. It teaches us how
to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace,
confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton,
Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole
Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a
Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the
traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm
way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
Reprinted Edition "Grant entices, captivates, and
mesmerizes." --RT Book Reviews Christina Brinsley
is that girl. You know the one: a little bougie, a little
opinionated, knows it all, has it all, and is a total
perfectionist. But Christina's perfectly crafted world
isn't really so perfect. Her third engagement fizzled
three days before the wedding, her family expects
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her to solve their problems, and her friends are out
of control. To keep it together, she dedicates herself
to her work, because it's the one thing that won't let
her down. But when her latest assignment leads her
to sizzling hot professor Steven Williams, the one
man who sees through her efforts to outsmart and
outmaneuver her way through every situation,
Christina can't believe she's falling for a man who
may be a key player in the scandal she's
investigating. . .. "A sassy 'he said/she said'
romance." --Publishers Weekly "A funny, fast-paced
romance." --RT Book Reviews This is a Reprint
(Guitar Chord Songbook). This jam-packed
collection of 75 popular guitar hits features chords
and lyrics to get you strumming along to your favorite
songs quickly and easily. Songs include: Ain't No
Sunshine * Budapest * Cecilia * Drive * Free Bird *
Hallelujah * Hey Jude * Hey There Delilah * I Will
Wait * If I Had $1,000,000 * Knockin' on Heaven's
Door * Little Lies * Mean * More Than a Feeling *
Paradise City * Runaway Train * A Sky Full of Stars *
Stay with Me * Thinking Out Loud * Waiting on the
World to Change * Wake Me up When September
Ends * and more.
A colorful compendium of little white lies, based on
the award-winning, “bitingly honest” blog (Imprint).
From the diet you’re going to start tomorrow to that
call you were about to make when something
(anything) else came up—life is full of little lies that
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get us through the day. With Daily Dishonesty,
designer and blogger Lauren Hom pays homage to
the (mostly) innocent foibles that make us human.
With 150+ hilariously common lies, beautifully
illustrated by Hom, Daily Dishonesty touches on
topics from breakups, friendship, and growing up to
slacking off and guilty pleasures, in hand-lettered
mantras that are all too honest about our untruths.
Praise for the Daily Dishonesty blog “Simply
wonderful!” —SwissMiss “Cleverly and adorably
displays lies.” —Complex Magazine “Really inspiring
for those of you who want to dabble in hand
lettering.” —Miss Moss
Follows three mothers, each at a crossroads, and their
potential involvement in a riot at a school trivia night that
leaves one parent dead in what appears to be a tragic
accident, but which evidence shows might have been
premeditated.
After hitting the #1 spot on the New York Times list with
her first novel, L.A. Candy, TV star Lauren Conrad
continues the deliciously entertaining series about an
ordinary girl leading an extraordinary life. Full of dishy
details about young Hollywood that only an insider can
reveal, this entertaining novel shows that lies are only as
sweet as the people telling them. Jane Roberts was the
average girl next door until she and her best friend,
Scarlett Harp, landed their own reality show, L.A. Candy.
Now the girls have an all-access pass to Hollywood's
hottest everything. But there's more to life on camera
than just parties and shopping.... When racy photos of
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Jane are leaked to the press, she finds herself at the
center of a tabloid scandal. She turns to her co-star
Madison Parker for help, unaware that Madison is
scheming behind the scenes. She might be Jane's
shoulder to cry on, but does Madison really have Jane's
back? Scarlett's working on a scandal of her own. She's
fallen for someone who's strictly off-limits—which means
Scarlett has a big secret to keep...from the L.A. Candy
cameras, the paparazzi staking out her apartment, even
from her best friend. Of course, nothing stays secret for
long for the stars of the newest hit TV series, and all this
drama couldn't be better for ratings. But can Jane
survive another season in the spotlight?
WINNER OF THE RICHARD AND JUDY SEARCH FOR
A BESTSELLER COMPETITION 'A blistering debut from
a major new voice. I couldn't put it down. Authentic,
compelling, unflinching and tender and written with real
verve and assurance' ERIN KELLY 'Debut novels don't
come better than this one, which begs the question - Caz
Frear, where have you been?' RICHARD MADELEY
'Taut, gripping, surprising and original - a fabulous read'
JUDY FINNIGAN 'Caz Frear's ability to write tight, tense
dialogue with a dark comedic slant is brilliant. I read
Sweet Little Lies in one sitting, it is a terrific debut'
LYNDA LA PLANTE 'BRILLIANT! Unputdownable and
great writing. Recommended' MARIAN KEYES 'An
astonishingly confident and individual voice' ANN
CLEEVES WHAT I THOUGHT I KNEW In 1998,
Maryanne Doyle disappeared and Dad knew something
about it? Maryanne Doyle was never seen again. WHAT
I ACTUALLY KNOW In 1998, Dad lied about knowing
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Maryanne Doyle. Alice Lapaine has been found
strangled near Dad's pub. Dad was in the local area for
both Maryanne Doyle's disappearance and Alice
Lapaine's murder - FACT Connection? Trust cuts both
ways . . . what do you do when it's gone? FOR FANS OF
ERIN KELLY AND BELINDA BAUER, GET READY FOR
THE SUSPENSE NOVEL OF THE YEAR. ----- 'A killer
premise. An original voice. An utterly compelling story
that will keep you up all night' FIONA CUMMINS, author
of Rattle 'Impossible to put down' ALEX GRAY 'The best
debut I've read in a very long time' WILLIAM RYAN 'An
incredibly strong and confident voice that has hit the
page fully-formed' CATHERINE RYAN HOWARD, author
of Distress Signals 'A perfect storm of a crime novel . . .
one of the best novels in this genre' LIZ LOVES BOOKS
Perfect for fans of the #1 New York Times bestselling
series and the hit ABC Family TV show, this Pretty Little
Liars prequel novel reveals Ali's secrets from before she
was murdered. Rewind a few years to seventh grade:
Alison DiLaurentis and her friends are the It girls of
Rosewood Day. Boys want to date them. Girls want to be
them. But even though they seem to have it all, these
girls are hiding some major secrets—especially Ali. She
knows better than anyone that if the truth gets out, it will
ruin everything. Set in the weeks before Ali's murder,
Ali's Pretty Little Lies is the first Pretty Little Liars novel
told entirely from Ali's point of view. After all, who better
to tell her story than Ali herself, the prettiest little liar of
all?
He’s dedicated his life to saving missing persons, but
will it be enough to save himself? p.p1 {margin: 0.0px
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0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; text-indent: 18.0px; font: 12.0px Arial}
p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; text-indent:
18.0px; font: 12.0px Arial; min-height: 14.0px} Alex
Mercer traded in his troubled past to protect the
powerless. His blog for tracking down missing persons
got his foot in the door at the police academy. But on his
first day of training, a heroic act drops him into the hands
of the captors he once hunted. Zoey planned to tell Alex
how she felt the night he disappeared. As she and
Alex’s family discover the bloody signs of his fate, past
regrets and dark secrets begin to come to light. It’s
enough to tear Alex’s loved ones apart. Without hope of
rescue, Alex must rely on his cunning to escape
captivity. In his line of work, he knows all too well that
each passing hour could kill his chances of survival…
Little Lies is the third captivating standalone novel in the
Alex Mercer series of thrillers. If you like edge-of-yourseat suspense, complex characters, and unflinching
explorations of real-world problems, then you’ll love
USA Today bestselling author Stacy Claflin’s pulsepounding novel. Buy Little Lies today to be held captive
by an exhilarating page-turner.
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